29 January 2018

Dear Friends,
Yuri’s 4th issue of the Russian
Notebook for me, is a unique look
under the hood at how theatres live
and breathe in Russia.
I’ve most likely spent more time
sitting in theatre seats outside of the
US than inside—and felt I had a
pretty good take on how it all works,
particularly in that part of the
world. But Yuri’s interview with
Alexander Kulyabin, the Chief Director at Novosibirsk Red Torch Theatre, was filled with
many surprises and “ah ha!!” insights for me.
I found the candid photographs gave me a real sense of the working theatre life. Yuri’s
talented wife Tanya—a much acclaimed actor in Penza, is now wielding a camera with
that combination of power and delicacy that I saw in her performances.
And this wonderfully exhaustive look at the mechanics of making a theatre should be
shared with Managing/Producing/Executive Directors—folks who might relish this
insider take. I encourage you to pass it on.
He’s opening his second production of Guillermo Calderon’s KISS tomorrow tonight at
the Red Torch. I talked with him today, just after his final dress. He sounded VERY
pleased (caps mine, but definitely present in his voice). And it was difficult for our

conversation not to compare his Woolly Mammoth production in the Fall of ’16 to this
one. The Woolly production was shattering, with a muscular cast, but a rushed-asusual US rehearsal period.
He got to Novosibirsk on 3 November to start work! Even with the short holiday break,
that’s a 12 week rehearsal period!
He sent me a dozen rehearsal photos – Misha Kachman, his US designer partner,
worked with him on this one as well, so if you saw Yuri’s Woolly production things will
look familiar.

While Mr. Urnov has been some 2,100 miles due east of Moscow, he does post a
wonderful exchange between Kirill Serebrennikov and the “Investigator” during the 16
January court session of the “show trial.” It’s almost a hoot—but both Kirill and Alexei
Malobrodsky have been ordered to continue the house arrest (for Kirill) and the jailing
(of Alexei through 19 April)!
Stay strong, my friends,

Philip Arnoult
founder & director
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ABOUT THE NOVOSIBIRSK
RED TORCH THEATER, AND
IT’S MANAGING DIRECTOR
ALEXANDER KULYABIN
Dear Friends,
My trip to Siberia is almost over. In a few days we’re opening
KISS by Guillermo Calderon at the Novosibirsk Red Torch
Theater. Cross your fingers for me please!
This issue is very much the continuation of the previous one –
then I was interviewing the Chief Director of the theater, and
mostly talking about his artistic work; now I’m getting all over the Managing Director of the Red Torch –
Alexander Kulyabin, and trying to look at the Russian repertoire theater from the perspective of the
producer, employer, and organizer.
I find this exercise both important and interesting, because most of the bigger theaters around
Russia are built the same way, and I believe Red Torch is a perfect example, because while being
nationally (now worldly) famous and extremely successful – it is still neither Bolshoi or Moscow Art,
which are living their lives on very special and privileged conditions. So, by learning about this
particular theater, one learns a lot about the majority of them around the country.
I’m a big lover of numbers, so I was as specific about theater’s calculus as possible, and if you don’t like
math, this particular issue may be not for you. If, on the contrary, numbers are the only thing that interest
you in this life, you may jump right to the final page, and find most of them in one place.
My dear wife Tanya is joining me on this cold Siberian trip (I mean it – we’re expecting -40 F tonight). I asked her
to spend a couple of days in the theater, wondering around the public areas, the backstage spaces, and the shops
with a camera. So most of the pictures (except for the portraits of the acting company, and of Mr. Kulyabin
himself) are done by her. This way, I hope, you can feel the everyday life of this one Russian theater better.
Wish me luck with KISS, and many cold Siberian hugs!
Yury
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I’ve met Alexander Kulyabin exactly 20 years ago this
month when he was as old as I’m now. A lot of my first
things happened with him: he invited my first production on
its first tour; he produced my first big-stage show; now he’s
producing my first in 10 years back-in-Russia performance.
Obviously, I’m very grateful to this man. But this is not the
only reason why I admire him, there are at least three more.
He started pretty much from nothing, and now he’s one of
the best Russian theater managers. He chose building a great
theater over becoming a rich man himself. He gave life,
education, and support to his son Timofey – now one of the
strongest and youngest Russian theater directors. Not too
shabby, eh?
Alexander began as an actor in a small provincial town. In
the early 90-s, when the winds changed, he created one of
the first commercial theatrical enterprises outside Moscow,
ALEXANDER KULYABIN
in the city of Izhevsk, National Republic of Udmurtia (and
again, try to find it on the map). He was doing impossible
things there – like producing the festival of young artists from Moscow, or the then unseen moviestar led productions with straight 2-month runs. He studied every day, including from the American
theater, where he went twice to learn about how art and money can (or can’t) work together.
In 1999 he was invited to Novosibirsk to
head the Red Torch. Even at these times it
was a very good theater, but I remember
well enough when I came to do my first
production here in 2002, life was so poor,
Kulyabin had to reimburse actors their
subway fares and feed them lunches to
make an effort of coming to the rehearsal
justified. Now, in 2018, I keep hearing
young actors of his theater complain about
parking places and tell stories about
vacations in Europe.
I think it’s enough to make you trust his
word on how Russian repertory theater
works, and why it is so important to preserve this phenomenon for the future generations.
RED TORCH with the KISS poster
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INTERVIEW WITH ALEXANDER KULYABIN
ALEXANDER: Let’s look at the bigger picture first. Today there are 611 professional theaters
around the country receiving full state support. Out of 800 theaters in Russia, over 600 are funded
by the State.
YURY: You mean all levels, correct? Federal, Regional, and Municipal?
ALEXANDER: Yes, I mean all levels. And what’s really surprising, this number before Perestroika
was smaller – around 450. The country was falling apart, while the number of theaters was
growing…
YURY: Why does State support so many theaters?
ALEXANDER: There were very few State supported theaters in the country before the Revolution
of 1917, all of them - in St. Petersburg and in Moscow. Local governments in Regions only partially
subsidized theatrical activity, mostly by hiring impresarios responsible for putting together
temporary companies and repertoires.
Moscow Art Theater then was a new idea of an independent theater with permanent company and
staff. When Bolsheviks came to power, they built smaller clones of MHAT in every town; they liked
the idea of stationary companies which were easier to control. Stanislavsky and NemorivichDanchenko in 1898 created this model, which we now see implemented all around Russia.

Stanislavsky is resting in the Chief Designer’s office.
the lobby

While V. Radlikh’s – theater’s founder - is shown in
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YURY: Is this how it worked with Red Torch too?
ALEXANDER: Initially Red Torch was a touring company, formed in Odessa in 1920. It happened
in the midst of the Revolution, so it had to be Torch and it had to be Red.
YURY: It still works on some level…
ALEXANDER: Company has been touring Kiev, and
Yekaterinburg, and even St. Pete. But in early 1930-s government
started establishing total control over population; they were
issuing new passports and residence permits (citizens couldn’t leave
place of their permanent residency without special papers -YU). And the
new theater order was issued: no more touring companies. At this
point Red Torch happened to be in Novosibirsk, so it stayed in
Novosibirsk forever. Long time ago Russian theater began as
theater of serfs, so Soviets invented this new form of serfdom –
with actors attached to companies, and theaters attached to cities.
The new leaders were appointed…
YURY: Not professional theater makers…
ALEXANDER: No, they were “Red Commandants” or “Red
Directors”, because theater was chosen to become the main
ideological weapon of the
Soviet State. Some of these 1930-s ideas survived decades. Even
in the 90-s, when everything in the country was reformed in the
spirit of free market, theater stayed pretty much same as it was.
For a pity, it’s still the same Soviet model.
Lobby sign: 1920, Odessa,
production of “Green Ring”

YURY: Well, on the other hand, it comes with funding…
ALEXANDER: Yes, it does. At average 70% of theater budgets
come from the State, and 30% are theater’s earnings. With this
funding comes government contract or “state demand”; it says
how many performances we must do a year, including specifically
ones for children, for the youth, and so on.
YURY: On a yearly basis?
ALEXANDER: Yes. And depending on the box-office income
of every theater, State provides funding. We are very successful
commercially, so we make 52% of our budget through our sales,
and government only has to cover 48%.

Lobby sign: 1932, Novosibirsk,
production of “We Are Alive!”
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YURY: So, wait, the better you work, the less you get?
ALEXANDER: Well, yes and no. This way our overall budget is somewhat growing, while you are
right - there is such a tendency.

Main Stage and the 550 theater

YURY: So how many performances a year?
ALEXANDER: 320 in two spaces. 260 on the Main Stage (550 seats), and 60 in the Studio Theater
(100 seats). As long as we follow these numbers, we receive the money. We also have the third,
commercial cabaret space – but it’s a whole different thing, nobody supports or controls that one.

View from the very-very top

ALEXANDER: The State monitors our activity through the supervisory board, consisting of some
representatives of the theater, some - of the Regional Ministry of Culture, as well as of the regular
city folks. They discuss and affirm our activities…
YURY: So this board is your formal boss?
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Main Lobby and Cafeteria

ALEXANDER: No, according to our Statute, the highest authority is the collective, the workers of
our autonomous establishment (theater). These guys are the supervisory council, not the board of
directors. While some of our bigger decisions we have to put to the vote with them.
YURY: Alright. So who appoints you, the managing director?
ALEXANDER: The governor of the Region signs a contract with me, and the Regional Ministry of
Culture monitors my work on a daily basis.
YURY: Where do these specific numbers – 360 performances for example – come from?
ALEXANDER: It’s reality based, slightly changing from year to year. For instance, in the previous
years we had to do 12 performances touring smaller cities and villages. Now we negotiated this
number down to 4.

Cloak-room and main staircase
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YURY: And this State Contract also says how many tickets you must sell, or just the number of
performances you must do?
ALEXANDER: It does. Usually it demands on average of 80% of seats to be sold. In my case they
demand 85%. In reality I sell 93%.
YURY: This is huge!
ALEXANDER: It is really very-very good, but it doesn’t mean I sell out all our shows. We have
obvious hits with 100% and more experimental stuff with lower sales.
YURY: What’s the average ticket-price?
ALEXANDER: Let me see… As of today it’s 542 rubles ($9). It sounds very cheap, but not for
Novosibirsk with the subway fair of 30 cents, and one-bedroom price of $50,000.
YURY: And what’s the most expensive ticket?
ALEXANDER: 1200 rubles ($21).
YURY: And the discounted ones? For students or pensioners?
ALEXANDER: Between 200 and 250 rubles ($3-$4). The more the production is in demand – the
more expensive tickets are.

Box Office outside and inside

YURY: And what are your main expenses?

ALEXANDER: Salaries, utilities, and new productions.
YURY: Anything else?
ALEXANDER: We are also the founders of the major biennial festival Novo-Siberian Transit. It’s
expensive…
And we do some non-commercial exchange touring within the country and travel to festivals
abroad. Money for these come from different sources, including specific grants from the Ministry.
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YURY: So what is the budget of Red Torch today?
ALEXANDER: Annual is around 140.000.000 rubles ($2,400,000). The State gives us 65 million
($1,100,000), and we make 75 million ($1,300,000).
But again, we are doing very well commercially. Most theaters are only making 30% of their budget
through the box-office. Real numbers in Moscow are much-much higher – the deeper into the
country the worse, so many theaters are slowly dying. In small towns people really have no money to
spend on tickets, the salaries are too low. There are exclusions, but these are just pure miracles.

The real work backstage and the simulation at the Stage Manager’s station

YURY: Alright, we are moving to what we here call the “staff schedule” …
ALEXANDER: Yes, it’s the org chart…
YURY: How many people are on salary in the theater?
ALEXANDER: Between 220 and 240, depending on how you count them.
YURY: And the acting company is 40, correct?
ALEXANDER: Yes, used to be 52, we slowly moved down to 39-41.
YURY: So who are the other 200 people?!
ALEXANDER: It’s artistic staff, it’s managing staff, it’s technical… Look here… One hand is
artistic, the other – is technical. We produce everything in the theater: all sets, costumes, props; we
make our own shoes for the shows. We have a special department dealing with everything iron, and
a separate one working with wood. We make furniture here ourselves, we make wigs… But then on
top of building stuff, we’re using it daily – and here come more departments including three shifts of
stage-hands. We need to have drivers to take people home late at night. And we need guards, and we
need a lot of people in the cloak-room… I even have a small restaurant with all the cooks and
waiters, and everything. It’s like a small country.
YURY: OK. Let me just work on this and put out the full org chart.
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Costumes 5

Accountants

Firemen 9

Purchase
department 2

Cleaning 6

Garage and
drivers 5

20

Restau
rant

Building operation 15

Planning and finances
1

Department of staff 2

Foreign connections
and special projects 2
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YURY: But let’s talk about these 40 actors please. Obviously they are not equally participating in the
repertoire…
ALEXANDER: About 70% are busy or very busy. About 30% are what we impolitely call the “dryload”. I believe 2 of the company members didn’t perform at all for about a year.
YURY: These dry-load 30% - how many nights are they on stage?
ALEXANDER: Five or six a month.
YURY: And the busier 70%?
ALEXANDER: The average will be 10 nights a month, the stars will do 16 or over.

Actor’s habitat: diner, rehearsal hall, and green room

YURY: And their incomes vary…

ALEXANDER: Yes, it consists of three parts: the minimum salary, per rehearsal pay, and per
performance pay.
YURY: Let’s do it in dollars from here on to make it simpler…
ALEXANDER: Sure. So the minimum salary depending on actor’s category (experience, popularity,
length of service) is between $150 and $200 a month. It’s pretty much their social support. Then
they receive about $5 per rehearsal (4 hours). And then it comes to performances which is more
complicated…
YURY: Ready for more math!
ALEXANDER: Actor’s-pay per performance depends on both their category and amount of work
in the specific production: the bigger, the more complicated the part, the higher will be the
multiplier. For example, a young new actor in a smaller part will get the minimum category pay of
$10 with 0.5 multiplier = $5 per performance. An experienced actor in a big complicated part will
get the maximum category pay of $20 with 2.0 multiplier = $40 per performance.
YURY: So putting all this together – what the most successful salary will be?
ALEXANDER: About $1100-$1200 a month. And the lowest will be $150-$200 – for those never
working at all.
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RED TORCH COMPANY
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YURY: And, I understand, you pretty much invented this particular system of pay-calculus?
ALEXANDER: This was the first thing I did when
I headed the theater, and, yes, I was pretty much
the first in the country to do it. Obviously initially it
triggered a lot of resistance, specifically among elder
actors, used to the socialist norms.
YURY: But I mean, really, in case an actor worked
for 30 or 40 years in the same theater…

PROPS DEPARTMENT…

ALEXANDER: They will keep receiving the
minimum pay $200 + their age-based social pension
of about $400 or $500 from the State + the small
$50 pension bonus from our theater.
YURY: For our American friends we probably
should mention, that the numbers here are after
taxes – theater pays taxes and medical insurance for
the employees on top of these sums.
ALEXANDER: Yes, this is what they get after all
payments are done, not before.
YURY: And what about housing? I remember, even
in my early years, cities were helping with free
apartments or cheap rental places?
ALEXANDER: Pretty much no more free stuff,
while for actors and other creative staff, the city
helps with cheaper municipal apartments for rent.
Sometimes, after years of renting, they can negotiate
and buy them out for cheap; actors do it, but it’s
their business with the city. If I really need an actor
from the different town, I will negotiate covering 50
or 100% of his rent.

PROPS DEPARTMENT IS MY FAVORITE

YURY: Out of pure curiosity – what is average rent

in Novosibirsk for the one-bedroom?
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ALEXANDER: $250-$350.
YURY: Not as bad as Moscow.
ALEXANDER: Not at all. It’s Novosibirsk for God’s sake!
YURY: I haven’t been to your theater for about 12 years, but I
still recognize over half of the company. It’s not like you sign
lifetime contracts, do you?
ALEXANDER: Not at all actually. The contracts we have now
are either 1 or 2-years long – keeps actors alert and alive. Yet, only one or two a year leave or join
the company.
YURY: What’s happening when women get pregnant?
ALEXANDER: We legally can’t fire a woman due to pregnancy,
she can stay home for three years on a minimum pay.
YURY: Do you practice male parental leave?
ALEXANDER: Never happened this far, while we have a lot of
married couples, so when wives are on tour, we let husbands
spend time with children. When it’s a company, it’s always kind of a family; not exactly the same as
in a traveling circus, but similar.
YURY: I wonder if it comes with all the problems families are
going through…
ALEXANDER: Sure does.
YURY: Let’s talk about the repertoire. How does this work in
comparison to the American project-based system?
ALEXANDER: Life of the production is between 1 and 10
years. If it’s in high demand, we perform it 5 or 6 times a month;
but we also have complicated shows, which we can only sell once a month.
YURY: So the super-popular production may run up to 500
times?

IN THE SEWING ROOM

ALEXANDER: While with others it’s only two dozen showings.
Some theaters have as many as 30 productions in repertoire, but I
think it’s too much. So we have 12 on main stage, and 5 or 6 in
the Studio space. The moment we open the new production, one
of the old ones has to go. Sometimes the reason to let the show
go is the box-office, sometimes it’s artistic – productions age as
well.
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THE TOUGH GUYS OF THE THEATER…

YURY: On average the life of the production is what – two or three seasons?
ALEXANDER: Yes, probably, but I prefer to look at the number of showings – the average is 50.
Obviously to make this system work the theater needs a company, and needs quite a big staff – we
pay 16 stage-hands and 10 lighting operators to change sets and lights nightly, or - sometimes - twice
a day.

…STAGE HANDS DURING THEIR NIGHT-SHIFT
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ALEXANDER: Do you know the average cast of the repertory theater production in Russia?
YURY: I can try and guess… Eleven actors?
ALEXANDER: Very close – it’s 12. But we also have productions with 35 or 40 actors. For
example, we just had to invite an additional dancing group for our most recent premiere.
YURY: Well, in the US I believe the average is only 5 or 6, which affects both playwriting and
directing approaches a lot.
ALEXANDER: While we don’t, some bigger theaters even have orchestras as part of the company.

YURY: The repertory policy – how does this work on your end of things.
ALEXANDER: Here’s the balance we came up with: 30-40% of serious theater – mostly classics,
and 60-70% of the entertaining stuff. While our investments split oppositely: 70% of our funds go
into these 30% of artistic shows, and the other way around with the commercial repertory. The
classics demand longer rehearsal periods, and certainly don’t sell as well, so we also don’t perform
them as often as commercial shows. We need to produce enough of better-marketable works and
make money from them, so we can afford to do our serious, artistic projects. These latter ones are
what we live and work for.

In the dark of the LIGHTING BOOTH
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YURY: So this philosophical division – the high and the commercial – is it inevitable?
ALEXANDER: Always was and always will be. It’s historically true, and this is what all the analyses
show. It may be possible in Moscow with its 14 or 15 million to fully dedicate repertoire to
intellectual works, but here I have to have productions serving all tastes. Most people still want to
come, to relax, to laugh, and to get energy for the next week.
YURY: Then what is the Red Torch brand? Is it a supermarket?
ALEXANDER: Making good theater for diverse audiences. We are trying to make better stuff in all
genres.

THE WOODS…

YURY: With this repertory system, how do you promote the shows?
ALEXANDER: We promote the brand name of the theater first, and secondarily - the specific
productions. Our polling shows spectators primarily come because of the image of the Red Torch,
they care less about which production to attend. So it doesn’t make sense to invest a lot in
promotion of a specific show – the return is too low.

…AND THE METALS
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YURY: I understand Novosibirsk is quite a theatrical city?
ALEXANDER: It’s not as good as one would think. With a population of almost two million, only
about 2% attend theaters twice a year or more often.
YURY: Still, it’s 40.000, plus one-timers. Who are these people, what’s the portrait?
ALEXANDER: The average age is 30-35…
YURY: This is great!
ALEXANDER: Finished or unfinished college education.
YURY: Sexes?
ALEXANDER: 70% female, 30% male.
YURY: Social class?
ALEXANDER: What we still call the intelligentsia here: medical doctors, teachers, engineers – same
people.
YURY: Who – we should add here – are not the richest people in Russia at all.
ALEXANDER: Oh yeah, this is very true – they are not making much money, yet they are the ones
spending on theater and arts in general.
YURY: You don’t have subscribers, do you?
ALEXANDER: I tried, it didn’t work. The mentality is different here. A lot of people make a
decision about attending theater only a few days in advance. Now, when we are selling out so often,
they are forced to change, and some get tickets two months before going.
We also introduced a new thing recently – it’s a wait list. People leave their names and contacts, and
have a priority when we open sales. It’s especially important with the Studio space, where seating is
so limited.
YURY: And you raise the prices when you sell out?

All you need backstage…
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ALEXANDER: Actually it’s very hard, because of our financial reporting system – it’s terribly
complicated. It’s built to ruin your business, not to help. For the same reason there is almost no
private funding. It’s legally complicated, but also people are afraid to show they have money.
The moment one demonstrates publically he has money, he becomes a target for the State, and
often ends up behind the bars. “Oh, you are giving to the arts, this means you have some extra
money we can come after”.
This is somewhat different with the Bolshoi Theater for example, but even there, it’s mostly the
money of the large semi-State corporations, not really private rubles.

All the colors of the COSTUME SHOP
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YURY: I get it, so in “the provinces” it’s all about the attitude of the Governor. What’s important
for the Governor?
ALEXANDER: The best recommendation is if we get invited to Moscow to the Golden Mask
festival – it’s the key criteria for the authorities, that theater is doing well. Any bureaucrat needs
some specific parameter to evaluate the quality of work he doesn’t know professionally. And Golden
Mask is such a parameter. So if the theater never gets invited, the Governor calls general manager on
the carpet, and asks why? Then the managing director explains: because we need better directors,
and better directors cost more money – this is how we do our fundraising.
YURY: Golden Mask really managed to make itself nationally important.
ALEXANDER: And our festival, the Novo-Siberian Transit is currently the second in the country.

This is just my favorite picture. It’s the firefighter’s stand.

YURY: Let’s then make a step into the future. What should we all expect from the Russian repertory
theater? Will it survive?
ALEXANDER: Honestly speaking, I think the future is rather dark.
YURY: Well, now I know I’m back in Russia…
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ALEXANDER: The tendency today is that the State is increasing funding in education and medical
care, but not in the arts. They are trying to push us further into the wild market. On our end we are
trying to resist – through Theater Union and other social agencies negotiating with the government,
but it’s still changing for the worse. Yet I believe we should do anything possible to preserve the
institute of repertory theater, we should – I don’t know – announce it as part of the UNESCO
world cultural heritage program. Because I can’t imagine any commercial producer in the US or
anywhere else, investing money into The THREE SISTERS Timofey directed at the Red Torch (see
my previous issue for pictures, video, and article – YU), which now makes noise all around the
world. Nobody else can afford actors studying sign language for 2 years and then doing a show,
which will only sell for 30 nights – like it would be in Novosibirsk if we had to perform it daily. It’s
only possible with the State funding, and in the framework of the repertory theater, where we have
multiple other shows to perform while rehearsing the new project, and where we can preserve a
show in repertoire for decades.
YURY: At least it’s a clear goal – finding ways to save repertory theater!
ALEXANDER: This is what the society demands. People love theater, people love Red Torch, you
better not try closing it!!!
YURY: I feel that if all the theaters in the US closed overnight, very few people would notice the
change – so why do people here care?
ALEXANDER: It is a social ritual and a habit. People dress, people change – they love their cloakroom. Now we are promoting the thing called “people in red” – they come to the Red Torch
wearing red, they take pictures and post them on social media, they send pictures to us, we do the
contest, and give out prizes.
It’s very much a club, a specific unity of people who want to spend time together. And we try to
support that – this is why we have a restaurant with the cabaret, so they can come with friends, and
get used to spending time inthe theater.
And then again, if you look into the social media – people really share a lot about their theatrical
experiences – some write smart long critical articles about every show they’ve attended. It’s fantastic!
YURY: Speaking of the devil… The New York Times or The Washington Post can really help sell, or can
destroy the production…
ALEXANDER: Doesn’t work here. And never did. The word of the mouth is in the first place, and
then some advertisement in the form of recommendation. The serious criticism is really good and
professional, but it’s all in specific thick magazines and intended for the internal use. It’s not about
testing goods and recommending or not-recommending to buy them.
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YURY: What makes you stay and do theater, instead of some “serious business”? You still love it?
ALEXANDER: I do. Even though I’m the managing director, and I have to deal with money a lot,
I believe Russian theater is not about money at all – it is about art, and I believe we have the best
actors in the world who perform with their open heart and soul, and who are real living martyrs. I
love them….

RED TORCH IN NUMBERS
Annual budget

$2,400,000

State funding

$1,100,000

Theater’s earnings

$1,300,000

Performances a year

320

Main stage repertoire

12 productions

Studio space repertoire

6 productions

Life of the production

1 - 10 years

Average number of showings

50

Every production performed

2 - 6 times a month

Average seats sold

93%

Ticket-price

$3 - $21

Number of employees

240

Acting company

40

Average amount of actors in the production 12
Audience average age
One-bedroom rent in Novosibirsk

30-35 years
$300
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ON KIRILL SEREBRENNIKOV-ALEXEI
MALOBRODSKY CASE
In my small political blog today I decided to do two things.
First. Here’s the link to the full, almost minute-by-minute report in English on the most recent hearing of
the “Theater-Case” in the Moscow court.
It happened on January 16, and it speaks better than a billion comments about how absurd is what’s going on
with my colleagues and friends. The decision of the court was sadly predictable – even though the
investigation is over – Alexei will stay in pre-trial prison and Kirill (as well as Yury Itin) - under home arrest
through April 19. If you don’t have time to read the whole thing, scroll down to Kirill’s speech – it’s simple,
powerful, somewhat funny, and honest.
Secondly I thought I should translate what’s below word-by-word. Alexei himself is reporting on his own
interrogation. He has a great memory, so I’m sure it’s very close to verbatim. Just take a look at this. This
particular dialogue happened in late summer, and I kept thinking of translating it since then.
INVESTIGATOR: “Does the “7th Studio” have rights for the play “Midsummer Night’s Dream”?
ALEXEI: Copyright only covers works of authors who died less than 70 years before the production of their
plays.
INVESTIGATOR: So do you have rights or you don’t?
ALEXEI: Shakespeare wrote “Midsummer Night’s Dream”.
INVESTIGATOR: Alright. So, do you have the rights?
ALEXEI: Shakespeare died in the 17th century.
INVESTIGATOR: So you have the rights?
ALEXEI: It’s been over 70 years after Shakespeare died. He died a long time ago. So neither his rights, nor
the rights of his successors are protected by law.
INVESTIGATOR: So then why did you do this play at the “7 th Studio”?
ALEXEI: ???
INVESTIGATOR: What’s your statutory activity?
ALEXEI: Don’t remember by heart… Production and presentation of performances, concert shows, and
other works of contemporary art and multimedia.
INVESTIGATOR: (in triumph) No! Your main goal is the propaganda of the contemporary art! You
shouldn’t have even produced this play!
ALEXEI: ???
INVESTIGATOR: It’s not a contemporary play!
ALEXEI: You see, in our case, not the play but the production is the piece of contemporary art. The
concept, the scenic aesthetics, and the design are contemporary… Actually we didn’t even produce the play
itself, it was the adaptation by the contemporary writer; and copyright belongs to”7 th Studio”.
INVESTIGATOR: …
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ALEXEI: Do you need more explanations?
INVESTIGATOR: You know… We are really getting tangled here… Better tell me, why the dickens you
bought the piano?
TBC…
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